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By Anna Wozniak

Word Alive Press, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 224 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Is your marriage in crisis? Perhaps you and
your spouse are stable yet carefully avoiding the pain of so many yesterdays. When marriage doesn
t feel worth it, it s hard to imagine truly experiencing joy and peace again. Marriage Restored is full
of practical wisdom exploring a wide range of marriage topics-especially those often avoided. The
author blends insights and advice with timeless truths from the heart of God, played out in gripping
modern testimonies. You ll cry. You ll laugh. And in your heart you will feel the warm awakening of
something you have desperately yearned for. hope. Dare to believe that God can do so much more
than renovate your marriage. He can restore both of you to who He originally intended you to be!
Discover as so many others have that the journey is worth it and our God does not disappoint. I ll
turn Heartbreak Valley into Acres of Hope. (Hosea 2:15, MSG) . .Anna Wozniak has captured the true
essence of God s character and heart for families! We highly...
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ReviewsReviews

An extremely awesome publication with lucid and perfect explanations. It is actually writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. You will like how the
writer publish this book.
-- Melody Jakubowski-- Melody Jakubowski

This is the very best publication we have read through right up until now. It is one of the most incredible book we have read through. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Miss Celia Volkman-- Miss Celia Volkman
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